
Summary Stemming from a life long interest in all things tech, I decided in 2014 to

delve into a career in web development. I chose to educate myself in

programming at Epicodus in Portland, Oregon, which I finished in April of

2015. I am currently a web development intern at Solid Interactive, an

application and web design agency based in the heart of downtown

Portland. In my spare time, I like to develop applications using languages

like Ruby, AngularJS, Node, Ruby on Rails, and pure Javascript. Learning

how to integrate new APIs or picking up a new framework right for the job

are just a couple of the things that exhilarate me about my future in the

tech industry.

In my free time I enjoy discovering and creating music, hiking on Oregon's

beautiful trails, and snowboarding when weather permits!

Skills Ruby HTML Ruby on Rails

SQL JavaScript AngularJS

Git jQuery BDD

Ember.js Sinatra Firebase

AJAX CSS Pair Programming

JSON PostgreSQL APIs

Web Development Node.js MySQL

GruntJS

Experience Solid Interactive 04 / 2015 -  Present

The Ridge 11 / 2014 -  Present

Web Development Intern

Put in an agile project development environment including developer meetings and code

reviews, I received great experience with full stack JavaScript development. I was also

in direct contact with fantastic JavaScript and Mobile development seniors. Throughout

the internship I was exposed to workflow tools like Jira, Gitlab, using them in tandem

with high-level Git functionality.

Bartender

Transitioning back into a dining setting to reconnect with my roots in outstanding

customer service, I have been responsible for taking care of guests on a few of the

week's busiest days where only the A-team can survive and shine. Focuses on care of

guests on an individual bartender level rather than the grand team effort required in a

high volume setting.

TYLER  BROWN
WEB DEVELOPMENT INTERN AT SOLID
INTERACTIVE

https://github.com/TylerJBrown192

https://github.com/TylerJBrown192


Big Al's at Progress Ridge 10 / 2012 -  12 / 2014
Bartender / Trainer

Moved from a small fine dining restaurant to Big Al's, an incredibly high volume setting

where teamwork and quick decisions are valued greatly, specifically to improve my skills

as a Bartender. Once my talents fully matured, I became responsible for onboarding and

training every Barback and Bartender who started fresh within the company.

Education Epicodus 2015 -  2015

Portland Community College 2009 -  2010

Lake Oswego High School 2004 -  2009

Web Development

General Education

Basketball, Choir, Music, Competitive Snowboarding
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